
 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

Towards the end of the summer, once again the Squadron has proved itself as 

capable of deploying on contingency operations with a major exercise across 

the entire length and breadth of the UK.  The whole Squadron Group was 

tested and absolutely delivered in a realistic 

and challenging scenario working alongside 

some of our partners from the wider Defence 

community. 

Finally, to complete the trilogy of sea, snow 

and sand; approximately half of the squadron 

deployed to Oman on Ex PINION OMAN. 

Predominantly an aircrew training exercise 

that delivers dust landings, mountain flying 

and HELLFIRE ranges; it also proved a great 

opportunity for less experienced members of 

signals, ground support flight and engineers 

to hone their skills in what proved to be quite 

an austere environment with temperatures regularly exceeding 40 deg. The 

exercise based from RAFO Massanah Airfield in the north of the country, was 

unfortunately struck by the second tropical storm in Oman’s history. Naturally 

this led to elaborate stories and bragging rights from those that were confined 

to their rooms for 3 days during the downpours and 100 mile per hour winds. 

 

Figure 2 - Hunting at night 

Figure 1 - Dust FARPING in Oman 



 

 

 

 

 

 

Ex PINION OMAN led to a monumental day 

for the most recent pilots to arrive on 656 

Sqn as this would be their opportunity fire 

their first live HELLFIRE missile at targets in 

the desert. Accompanied by an obligatory 

rush of adrenalin, the laser guided, anti-

armour precision missiles shot off the rails 

on their way to striking pre-designated 

targets in the vast Omani desert.  

 

With the entire squadron now qualified to fly in the desert and to fire the live 

weapons system – 656 aircrew are now ready and equipped to operate in hot, 

mountainous, arctic and maritime operations.  

With virtually no time for acclimatisation – engineers, signallers, aircrew 

alongside the most recent batch of cold weather survival courses are currently 

being plunged back into the minus 20 deg temperatures of Norway.  These 

personnel are providing an advanced party to prepare the aircraft for flying in 

January when the Sqn main arrives again for another (and potentially the Sqn’s 

last) Ex CLOCKWORK. 

As we head into our Christmas leave, I would like to wish the entire Association 

a very Merry Christmas and a Happy New Year, and I hope to be able to host 

you all at an event later in 2022 if a suitable time can be found. 

 

 

 

Figure 1 - Loading up HELLFIRE 



 

 


